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ABSTRACT 
Let &R” be a proper cone. From the theory of M-matrices (see e.g. [l]) it is 
known that if there exist a>0 and a matrix B: e-e such that A=B-al, then the 
following conditions are equivalent: (i) -A is @monotone< A is eseminegative, 
(iii) Re[Spectrum(A)]<O. In this paper we show that while the condition (e),etAeCC3 
V t>O is more general than the structural assumption A =I? - al, conditions (i)-(iii) 
are nevertheless all equivalent to (iv) {xE~: AXE(?) = (0) when (e) holds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, 6? C R” denotes a proper cone; that is, a closed 
convex pointed cone with interior. We shall make use of the following 
terminology for matrices A E R” x “, where notational equivalents are given in 
brackets: 
DEFINITION 1.1. The matrix A is 
(1.1.1) &?-nonnegative if AeCe [AEn(e 
(1.12) (?-regular if there exist a>0 and Bun such that A=B -al 
[Air];’ 
(1.1.3) Gexponentially nonnegative if e’*(?CC Vt30 [AEe(e 
(1.1.4) Gnegatively monotone if -AxEP-xEe [A Em(e)]; 
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(1.1.5) 6seminegatiue if there exists x E 6 such that - Ax Eint 6 
[As]; 
(1.1.6) c’-~erocd if {x~ 6: AXE i’} = (0) [AE Z(S)]; 
(1.1.7) usymptoticully stuhlc if Re[Spectnun(A)]<O [At u]. 
The dun1 cone of $ is 
c*= {yER":(x, y)~OVxEc'} 
where (. , ) denotes inner product. For notational convenience, we introduce 
the following conditions (where T denotes transpose): 
(m) A~rn(<) (m)* A” ~rn( is‘*) 
(s) Ads (s)* A’ l s(Cs‘*) 
(z) AEZ(C-‘) (z)* A’ EZ(~?*) 
(a) AEU 
The following result may be found in Berman and Plemmons [l], along 
with relevant bibliographic information: 
THEOREM 1.2.2 Let AEr(c3). Then (m)-(s)-(u). 
The next theorem was proven by Stem [7] and generalizes a result in 
Robert [5], where $=R’; (the nonnegative orthant) was considered: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A Ee( 2). Then the jbllowing hold: 
(9 (z)*(u). 
(ii) If 2 is finitely genemtcd, (s)* 0 (5) Q (u ). 
For any proper cone 6 we have r( 6 ) C e( c ), and if 6 is finitely generated, 
r( 6 ) = e( 2 ). (See Proposition 2.6 and Remark 2.7 below.) Consequently, in 
view of the above theorems we have the following: 
(1.5) AEe(6) * {(Z)-(U)}. 
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(1.6) 
e finitely generated 
AEr(e)=e(e) = {(m>a(s>o(s>*o(z)~(a)}. 
The main result in the present work is the following, in which (1.4)-(1.6) 
are unified and generalized: 
THEOREM 1.7. 
(i) AEe(ti)oAr Ee((?*). 
(ii) ZfAEe(e) then 
(m)+)+)+++)**(2)*+)*. 
Theorem 1.7 will be proven in Section 3. In order to make the present 
work essentially self-contained, we include an appendix in which the proof of 
(1.5) is outlined (complete details being in [7]), since this result is required in 
establishing Theorem 1.7 (ii). 
A comment on terminology is in order here. In [ 11, if A ~r( e) satisfies any 
of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 1.2, then -A is said to be a 
&wn.singuZur M-matrix. Hence, if A Ee(e) satisfies any of the equivalent 
conditions in Theorem 1.7(ii), we shall call -A a generalized &wn.singular 
M-matrix. 
The following is an example wherein -A is a generalized enonsingular 
M-matrix, but is not a &ronsingular M-matrix: 
EXAMPLE 1.8. Consider the circular cone 
and take 
1: -1 1 0 
0 0 -1 
By direct calculation, A EU and 
\ 
e -‘cost e-‘sint 0 
efA _ - 
-e Ptsint ep’cost 0 
! 0 0 epf 
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For every x E ac (a denoting boundary) we have e’% E a2 V’t>O, and 
consequently A Ee( 2). To see that A @ r( 2 ), one can directly check that if 
O#x~ais‘, then (A+cuZ)x@C’V’a>O. 
2. EXPONENTIAL NONNEGATIVITY AND POSITIVELY INVARIANT 
CONES 
Consider the differential equation 
f=Ax, tao. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A set d CR” is said to be positively invariunt if x(O) E 6 
=x(t)ER Vt>O; that is, if efARC3 Vt>O. 
We will next give a geometric characterization of positive invariance for 
closed convex &? c R”. For such a set d and x E a R, the cone of outward normal 
vectors to G at x is 
while the support cone of 4 at x E ad is 
s‘?(x)= -{~7c,(x>}* 
DEFINITION 2.2. For a closed convex set R CR” we say that h E R” is 
subtangential to G at x E a$ if 11 E c&J x ). 
LEMMA 2.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for positive invariance 
of u closed convex subset c C R” is that Ax be subtangential to 6 uf each 
XE ad. 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 may be found in [7], and is based on a classical 
result of Nagumo [4]. The intuitive content of Lemma 2.3, however, is quite 
clear: Positive invariance of d is equivalent to the velocity Ax either being 
“tangent to or pointing into” $ for each x E aG. 
We shall require the following elementary lemmas: 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let %CR” be a closed convex cone. Then y is subtangential 
to ‘X at x~i3’T if and only if y-t k is subtangential to 3i: at xQk~%. 
Proof. The “if” is trivial. To prove the “only if,” let xE a’% and let 
UC:%,(X). Then (0,x)=0, since (v,2x/3-x)GO and (0, 4~/3-~)<0. 
Now,forkC:h‘wehave(v,(y+k))=(v,y)+(u,k-x)&O. n 
LEMMA 2.5. Let Ace, and suppose that XER” is such that AXE@. 
Then {x-t 6?} is positively invariant. 
Proof. Let w~a{r+C}. Then zu=r+y, yCEle. Lemma 2.3 implies Ay 
is subtangential to 2 at y, and Lemma 2.4 yields that Aw is subtangential to ? 
at y. Since the shift of e to {x+ C} leaves normal cones invariant, Aw is 
subtangential to {x+e} at w. Now apply Lemma 2.3. n 
We shall conclude the present section with the following result (which was 
referred to in Section 1 but is not required in the sequel): 
PROPOSITION 2.6. (i) r(C)Ce(e), and (ii) r(e)=e(e) if c is finitely 
genera ted. 
Proof. (i): Let (Y>O and BE n(P) be such that A = J3 - aI. For any 
xEac we then have (a ~‘A+Z)xCi3, whence a((a -‘Ar+x)-x,v)= 
(v, Ax) GO Qv E 9Zc,( x). Therefore Ax is subtangential to c at each x E a@, 
and Lemma 2.3 then implies that c is positively invariant; that is, AE e( p ). 
(ii): Let AE e( ?), and suppose c” is generated by the (minimal) set of 
vectors {ci}yzi. It is enough to show that there exists a set of positive 
numbers {si}y!i such that ci + si AC, E 2, since it then readily follows that 
A = B - al, where a = [mini{si}] ~’ and B = CUZ + AE n(e). Suppose that 
such a set { si}y!, did not exist; in particular, suppose that for some i we had 
c, + tAc, @ ? Q t E (0, S ), S >O. Since 2 is finitely generated, there then exists 
u E %)I,(ci) such that (0, AC,) >O. But then for small t >O we would have 
(v, e’*c,) >O, which implies et*%,@ @ for such t, contradicting the exponen- 
tial nonnegativity of A. n 
REMARK 2.7. Proposition 2.6(ii) was proven by Schneider and Vidyasagar 
[6]. In particular, in Theorem 3 they proved that if (? is a proper cone, then 
A E e( e) if and only if A is cross-positive on e, that is, if (z, Ay ) 20 for all 
orthogonal y and z with y E e, z E(? *. Then in their Theorem 8 they used this 
fact to prove that r( C? ) =e( C?) for polyhedral C?. The proof of Proposition 
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2.6(ii) given above has nevertheless been included, since it is in keeping with 
our “dynamical systems” point of view; in particular, the above proof 
provides insight into the role played by subtangentiality. 
3. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT 
Proof of Theorem 1.7(i). Since ATT = A and G * * = 6, it suffices to prove 
that 
(3.1) AEe(p) j AT Ee(2*). 
To this end, let AE e(d). Then ? is positively invariant, whence (e’*x, u) = 
( x, efA’U) 20 V’t 20, V’~E e, and VIE@*. But then et”lc’*C c’* V’t 20, 
proving (3.1). n 
Proof of Theorem 1.7(ii). Since A EU~A?‘ Ea, Theorem 1.7(i) and (1.5) 
imply 
Let us denote the equivalent conditions in (3.2) by the common symbol (9). 
It is readily noted then that the proof of the theorem will be completed upon 
verifying the following chain of implications: 
(q)=(m): Suppose (m) did not hold. Then 32 @ c such that - Alit G. 
Clearly x = - li satisfies 
(3.3) {O}~{x+~}. 
Since Ax E e‘, Lemma 2.5 implies {x + c”} is positively invariant. Let p E x + 
p. Then (3.3) (and the fact that {x + <} is closed) imply elAp +O as t - cc. 
This contradicts (u ), since (a ) is equivalent to asymptotic stability of the 
origin. This proves (q ) = ( m ). 
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Prior to proceeding, we state the following result due to Collatz [2]. (See 
also [l], Section 5.2.) 
LEMMA 3.4. AE m( 2) if and only if A is nonsingular and - A-‘E n( ?). 
(m)-(s): If dEint c:‘, then x= -A-‘cl~?, -AAxEint e. 
(s)-(q): Condition (s) says Y~ECZ such that -AxEint e. We shall 
show that (z)* holds. If not, 3O#u EC* such that A’uE$*. But then 
(Ax,u)<O and (Ax,u)=(x, Aru)aO, a contradiction. This concludes the 
proof of Theorem 1.7. n 
REMARK 3.5. Exponential nonnegativity of A may be interpreted as a 
“constraint qualification” in the sense that if AE e(c), then in a certain 
generalized linear programming problem, “primal boundedness” is equivalent 
to “dual feasibility.” Specifically, let y Eint c* and consider the problem 
(P,) 
maximize (y, x) 
subject to Ax E ir‘ ,
xE2. 
It is readily noted that condition (z) is equivalent to (P,) having a bounded 
maximum (which in fact is zero). For A l e( 2’) we claim boundedness holds if 
and only if we have dual feasibility; that is, 
(3.6) 3u,E ?* such that -y-A%,&*. 
The “if” part of this last claim is true even without assuming AE e( 2 ), since 
if x is feasible in (P,) then (3.6) implies -(y, x)- (Ax, uy) 30, whence 
( y, x) GO. For the “only if,” note that (s)* *(3.6), and apply Theorem 1.7(ii). 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we will briefly outline the proof of (1.5); see [7] for 
complete details. 
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Proof of (1.5). 
(a)-( 2): Suppose (z) did not hold; that is, there exists O#X E 2 such 
that Ax Ee. By Lemma 2.5, {x+ e} is positively invariant. Now, pointedness 
of e implies 0 @ {x+ e}, and consequently etAX++O as t- m, violating (a ). 
We require the following result, which may be found in [3] and [6, 
Theorem 61: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let ‘%CR” be a closed, convex, pointed, positively in- 
variant cone. Then ‘X contains an eigenvector of A. 
-s (z)-(a): As:ume&{,Ei3:e14x-0as t-co}#(Zr.Onecanshowthat 
C (the closure of C- ) is a closed, convex, pointed, positively invariant subcone 
of c3. By Lemma 4.1, there exists O#X E 2 such that Ax=hx, the assumptions 
on e implying h > 0. Then Ax E (Z, and (x ) is violated. Hence 5 is empty and 
consequently (a ) holds. n 
The author wishes to thank the referee and Dr. M. Neumann for pointing 
out the relationship of the present work to results in [6]. 
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